Revitalizing the soul of higher learning

Synopsis:

In general, the central gist of the 2013 New Year Address is on the concept of New Academia with the theme ‘Revitalizing the Soul of Higher Learning’. Thus, this book incorporates the concept of knowledge culture, reinstating New Academia and consolidating the Institutional DNA. All these, aim to develop an entrepreneurial based Research University, which is vibrant with scholarly programmes. This book also outlines the transformation agenda with various action plans which will act as guidelines and direction for the academic community. Planning, together with strategic implementation of various initiatives related to the New Academia and Institutional DNA are needed to enable the transformation agenda to become meaningful resulting in multiple impact. In this context, formulation of the Institutional DNA requires “intrinsic” change among the academic community to sharpen the mind and strengthen the might to progress further. A consolidated and high synergy team spirit, support from staff and students of all levels, and synergy with various partners would ultimately result in the manifestation of being propelled forward, thus enabling the implementation of mission and vision to instil the culture of knowledge towards the development of a civilised nation.

Institutional DNA

Priority

1 Clear Goals
2 Strategic-Minded
3 High Performance Work Culture

Process

4 New Academia
5 Global Players
6 Distinct

Resources

7 Lean, Efficient, and with Integrity
8 Consultative, and Inclusive
9 Healthy, Happy and Sustainable Lifestyle

We should be proud and pleased being in a community in a knowledge institution, what more being in a higher learning institute at a university with an autonomous and Research University status. Feel proud
that we are able to make a significant contribution to the continuity of the nation and culture, and pleased for having the confidence to fulfil scholastic responsibilities, which is the task of a prophet.
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